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INTRODUCTION 

Walking is the most fundamental and widespread form of 
transportation for human being. Over the past decades, 
numerous gait models have been developed to simulate 
human locomotion, based on multi-segment models of 
varying complexity from simple models with few DOF 
[1,2,4,9] to large scale musculoskeletal models [3,10]. 
Simple models normally involve highly simplified 
representation of leg property to reduce computational 
load. Although complex musculoskeletal models have 
been greatly helpful to gain insight into the biomechanical 
mechanisms underlying human walking [5,6], their model 
complexity and the large number of assumptions involved 
in muscle modelling hinder their clinical applications.  

The objective of this research is to develop a simple gait 
model which is capable of representing the realistic whole-
body centre of mass (CoM) dynamics during human 
locomotion. This model would also be easy-to-understand 
and easy-to-use by the clinicians. As the first step, this 
paper mainly presents the description of the mechanical 
property of the virtual human leg, which is defined as a 
general force actuator from whole-body CoM to centre of 
pressure (CoP), based on gait measurement data. It has 
been found that the mechanical property of the virtual 
human leg is in highly non-linear form with very good 
intra-subject repeatability. Future work involves the 
quantification of the non-linear characteristics of both 
velocity-dependent and displacement-dependent 
components in the leg property and also the modelling of 
non-holonomic constraints imposed by the ground surface. 

 

METHODS 

A biped model with quite similar configuration as previous 
studies is used to simulate human walking, which 
comprises a point mass representing the whole-body CoM 
and two massless virtual legs driven by general force 
actuators. Both inverse and forward dynamics simulation 
schemes can be formulated based on the virtual leg length 
r and virtual leg angle θ and also a proper description of 
the mechanical property of the virtual leg To quantify the 
virtual leg property, three-dimensional (3D) whole body 
gait measurements were conducted by using a 12-camera 
motion capture system and a 6-force-plate array to record 
the whole-body segmental motions and 3D ground 
reaction forces (GRF) simultaneously using an established 
experimental protocol and a 3D whole body gait model 
[7]. Seven healthy adult subjects participated in the gait 
measurements, and were instructed to walk and run at 
different speeds along a 30-meter walkway.  The 
measurement data were processed using GMAS (General 
Motion Analysis Software) software package (a MATLAB 

toolbox for 3D kinematic and kinetic analysis of general 
biomechanical multi-body systems). The virtual leg length, 
virtual leg angle and normal leg force and tangential leg 
force in each gait cycle were then calculated based the 
whole body motion and GRF data. 

 

 

Figure 1: Simple bipedal model driven by two general 
force actuators 

 

Each individual virtual leg can be described as a general 
force actuator using the following equations: 

 ,          1  

 ,          2  

which relate the normal and tangential forces acting on the 
virtual leg to the leg length and angle changes and also 
their time rate changes. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Our preliminary results show that the normal leg force v.s. 
leg length relationship and tangential leg force v.s. leg 
angle relationship are in highly non-linear form, rather 
than a linear spring actuator as normally used in simple 
gait models. These relationships showed very good 
repeatability within each individual subject, and have quite 
similar patterns for all the test subjects. 

Figure 2 shows the normal leg force v.s. virtual leg length 
data plot in stance phases of four repeated trials for a 
representative subject at normal walking speed. In the 
early stance, the leg length decreases as normal leg force 
increase. The leg length shortening continues until the end 
of early stance when the normal leg force starts to transfer 
from the trailing leg to the leading leg. This is followed 
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immediately by a rebounding when the normal force 
decreases until the early mid-stance. In the late mid-stance, 
the leg behaves quite differently from early stance. The 
normal leg force increases rapidly together with slight 
lengthening of the leg. The lengthening stops as the 
normal leg force peaks. Then a rebounding starts in the 
late stance phase with a quick drop in normal force and 
increase in leg length until the leg totally clears the 
ground. 

 

Figure 2: The normal leg force v.s. virtual leg length 
relationship of four repeated trials for a representative 

subject during normal walking 

 

Figure 3 shows the tangential leg force v.s. virtual leg 
angle data plot in stance phases of four repeated trials for a 
representative subject at normal walking speed. The leg 
angle starts from leaning backward to leaning forward. In 
early stance, the breaking force increases swiftly probably 
due to the tangential load transfer from trailing leg to 
leading leg. In the mid-stance, the force decrease when leg 
angle decreases suggesting the tangential force may be 
considered as a resistive force. The tangential leg force 
reaches zero when the leg angle was slightly greater than 
zero. In the late stance, the force increases with the 
increased leg angle until the contra-lateral leg touches the 
ground, which causes a rapid decrease in tangential force 
until toe-off due to the load transfer to the leading leg.  

From Figure 2 and 3, it can be seen that the mechanical 
properties of the virtual leg in both normal and tangential 
directions during walking are very hard to be represented 
as a linear force actuator. Both normal and tangential 
forces are in highly non-linear form with displacement 
saturation at both early and late stance phases. However, 
these mechanical properties are quite repeatable within 
subject, and have sound rotational symmetry around mid-
stance. This would make some simple mathematical forms 
sufficient to represent their non-linear properties.  

 

Figure 3: The tangential leg force v.s. virtual leg angle 
relationship of four repeated trials for a representative 

subject during normal walking 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

3D whole body gait measures were conducted to 
investigate the mechanical property of the virtual human 
leg. It has been found that the leg properties in both 
normal and tangential directions are in highly non-linear 
form but with good intra-subject repeatability. Future work 
involves the quantification of the non-linear characteristics 
of both velocity-dependent and displacement-dependent 
components in the leg property and also the modelling of 
non-holonomic constraints imposed by the ground surface. 
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